Are you maximizing your recovery dollars?

Identify

Recover

Report

IRIS™ (Intelligent Recovery Identification System) is used to process
providers or payors claims for Reve nue Leakage Identi fication. The
proprietary IRIS™ system is comprised of algorithms and advanced
analytics to cross reference the file against 50+ proprietary
databases along with 20+ publi cly available databases to identify
claims with potential revenue return.

Results from IRIS™ are then used to provide focal light onto the
recoverable claims. Priority is set based on Statue of Limitations in
each state and claim’s value. IRIS™ enables ERI to stop Revenue
Leakage from your internal systems, external Third Part Liability
Solutions, mini mize false positives and sh ortens the time to
recovery. IRIS™ works for historical validation projects and as a
Day-1 TPL providing you a complete recovery solution.

Through interactive portals ERI provides enhanced reporting to
provide pre-review estimated recovery statistics, final recovery
amounts and real-time claim return statuses. The financial insight
provided through our reporting is only one of the reporting
benefits. ERI provides additional value via the transformation of
the claims data into actionable items for their clients so you can
see where your data and processes can be enhanced.
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Identify Revenue Leakage
Wrong Insurance, Wrong Employer,
Misidentified Coverage, Human
Error, Unavailable Information

$200 Million
ERI has stopped Revenue Leakage
by recovering in excess of $200M
since 2011.

4 of the top 6
ERI is used by 4 of th e top 6 health
systems in the country to stop
Revenue Leakage.
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ERI does not contact patients with
letters or phone calls to insure th e
process is transparent to patients.

46 States
ERI is stopping Revenue Leakage in
currently across 400+ Hospitals and
a growing network of Payors.

People
ERI is comp rised of industry experts:
Certified Medical Coders, Insurance
Adjusters, and Lawyers.

www.RevLeakage.com
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